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ABSTRACT

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are an abundant
type of non-coding RNA with conserved functions in
all known eukaryotes. Classified into two main fam-
ilies, the box C/D and H/ACA snoRNAs, they enact
their most well characterized role of guiding site spe-
cific modifications in ribosomal RNA, through the for-
mation of specific ribonucleoprotein complexes, with
fundamental implications in ribosome biogenesis.
However, it is becoming increasingly clear that the
landscape of snoRNA cellular functionality is much
broader than it once seemed with novel members,
non-uniform expression patterns, new and diverse
targets as well as several emerging non-canonical
functions ranging from the modulation of alternative
splicing to the regulation of chromatin architecture.
In order to facilitate the further characterization of hu-
man snoRNAs in a holistic manner, we introduce an
online interactive database tool: snoDB. Its purpose
is to consolidate information on human snoRNAs
from different sources such as sequence databases,
target information, both canonical and non-canonical
from the literature and from high-throughput RNA–
RNA interaction datasets, as well as high-throughput
sequencing data that can be visualized interactively.

INTRODUCTION

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are a conserved class
of non-coding RNAs found in all eukaryotes and most
extensively characterized as guiding site specific post-
transcriptional modifications in ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
(1,2). In addition, a small number of additional snoRNAs
such as SNORD3 and SNORD118 are known to play a role
in the processing and maturation of rRNA. Two types of
snoRNAs have been described: box C/D and box H/ACA

snoRNAs, the majority of which are encoded in introns
of host genes in human (1,3). Box C/D and box H/ACA
snoRNAs respectively guide the 2′-O-methylation and the
pseudouridylation of their targets by direct base pairing.
To do so, they require the interaction of core binding pro-
teins, which provide stability and the catalytic activity, form-
ing complexes known as snoRNPs (snoRNA ribonucleo-
protein complexes) (4). In human, 110 rRNA residues are
known to be methylated by snoRNPs and 100 are pseu-
douridylated (5) although recent high-throughput sequenc-
ing and systematic comparative genomics efforts have iden-
tified additional likely candidates as well as positions that
are fractionally modified (6–9).

While canonical features, functionality and targets of
snoRNAs are well-characterized, over the past decade, an
increasingly large literature has exposed novel and unex-
pected aspects of snoRNA biology. High-throughput se-
quencing approaches give indications that snoRNAs can
modify and/or otherwise interact with diverse RNAs in-
cluding other snoRNAs, transfer RNAs and messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) (6,10–13). As reviewed in (14), recent
years have seen many potential novel functions being re-
ported for snoRNAs including the modulation of alterna-
tive splicing (15–17), an essential involvement in stress re-
sponse pathways (18–20), the regulation of pre-mRNA sta-
bility (21) and the modulation of mRNA 3′ end processing
(22). Moreover, high-throughput sequencing approaches
and computational pipelines addressing the unique chal-
lenges of snoRNAs have been elaborated, resulting in more
accurate quantification of snoRNAs, and simultaneously
of their host genes, indicating that the levels of expression
of snoRNAs cover a wide range and do not always mir-
ror those of their host gene (23–25). The improved quan-
tification and increased characterization of snoRNAs has
led to increasing numbers of snoRNAs and their host genes
found to be involved in diseases. Examples of pathologies in
which snoRNAs and their host genes play an important role
and could be prime therapeutic targets include the Prader-
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Willi syndrome and diverse cancers (26–30). However, in
many cases, while the involvement of snoRNAs in disease
is now known, the molecular mechanism is unclear. Such
is the case for SNORD118, mutations of which affect the
expression, processing and protein binding of the snoRNA.
But while SNORD118, like most snoRNAs, is ubiquitously
expressed, germline mutations cause specific neurological
phenotypes (31). The wealth of knowledge and data de-
scribing snoRNA biology requires careful management and
integration to facilitate easy access and assimilation by the
community. Unfortunately, much of the information re-
garding snoRNAs is disorganized, disseminated through
disparate online platforms and peppered in the literature.
For example, many RNA–RNA interactions have been de-
tected for SNORD118 (11–13) and could be important to
characterize the molecular mechanism of its involvement in
disease (Supplementary Figure S1), but mining them from
high-throughput datasets from the literature is not straight-
forward. A central snoRNA resource would considerably
facilitate the characterization of snoRNA functionality and
involvement in disease.

Three dedicated snoRNA resources are currently avail-
able for human: snoRNAbase (5), snOPY (32) and
snoRNA Atlas (33). However, these resources have either
not been kept up to date with the new snoRNA genes an-
notated, new interactors and functionalities, or have a dif-
ferent scope (e.g. snOPY is a database of snoRNA orthol-
ogy). With so many key regulatory features emerging as
intrinsic snoRNA functions, there is a pressing need to
unify the scattered data currently available on human snoR-
NAs in order to optimize future research endeavors. The
online interactive snoRNA database we propose, snoDB,
aims to do that and more. Indeed, integrating available data
is of great importance but snoDB further aspires to con-
solidate the above information with curated peer-reviewed
high-throughput data in an effort to lead and incite research
in the further characterization of the human snoRNA land-
scape in health and disease.

DATABASE CONTENT

SnoDB is based on the human hg38 reference genome as-
sembly. It aims to be inclusive and integrate gene annota-
tions and a wide diversity of features from all relevant avail-
able databases (Table 1). SnoRNA gene annotations were
obtained from RefSeq (34), Ensembl (35) and RNAcentral
(36), which in turn provides annotations from snOPY (32)
and Rfam (37). Careful manual curation was carried out
to consolidate the annotations and to ensure no snoRNA
entries share exact same genomic coordinates. When dif-
ferent names are employed for a given snoRNA gene, the
RefSeq name was used by default, but if absent, the RNA-
central or the Ensembl names were used. In addition to the
gene symbol, genomic coordinates and gene sequence, all
additional names obtained from the HUGO Gene Nomen-
clature Committee (HGNC) (38) are available in the ‘syn-
onym’ column, and all identifiers of all above databases are
provided as links. SnoDB houses 2064 human snoRNAs,
integrating the annotations of the above databases. In con-
trast, the other main snoRNA-centric resources, snoRN-

Abase (5), snOPY (32) and snoRNA Atlas (33), contain re-
spectively 402, 760 and 1118 human snoRNAs (Table 1).

The snoRNA features that are available for display in
snoDB also include host gene characteristics with a link
to the Ensembl entry, the biotype, synonyms if relevant
and genomic coordinates. In addition, snoDB features con-
servation data from snoRNA Atlas (33), orthology data
from snOPY (32), snoRNA target data with enrichment
details in select tissues from the human protein atlas (39)
when available and expression data (Tables 1 and 2). Target
data include known targets in rRNA annotated in snoRN-
Abase (5) and rRNA targets confirmed by RiboMethSeq
(8). Non-canonical interactors that were experimentally val-
idated in the literature are also included and links to the
articles are available. These studies include (11,15–17,21),
as described in the Introduction. Finally, RNA–RNA in-
teraction data were incorporated from the RISE:RNA In-
teractome, a database compiling results from multiple high-
throughput RNA–RNA interaction studies (40) with the
name and biotype of all RISE interactors being available.
Levels of abundance of both snoRNAs and their host gene
measured in various human tissues and cell lines using a low
structure bias RNA-seq approach are also available as ob-
tained from (23) and GEO entries from GSE126797. The
snoDB back-end is built in PostgreSQL (9.5.1) as a rela-
tional database which is integrated into the Django web
framework (1.6.5).

WEB INTERFACE

The main page of snoDB is divided into four sections: (i) As
shown in Figure 1A, the top of the page displays snoDB’s
logo adjacent to a search engine for snoRNA names. Im-
mediately below the logo, a switch allows to toggle snoDB’s
sister tool snoTHAW (snoDB Table Heatmap Arrange-
ment Widget), which enables the interactive visualization of
abundance values of snoRNAs and their host gene. To the
right of the logo can be found links to additional informa-
tion pages on the database in the ‘About’, ‘Tutorial’, ‘Statis-
tics’ and ‘Experiment details’ sections, as well as a link for
downloading of the whole database. (ii) The section directly
below (shown in Figure 1B) features a menu bar with op-
tions related to the table. Clicking on ‘Column Options’ re-
veals a set of buttons with 3 kinds of functionalities: tog-
gling the visibility of single columns using the column vis-
ibility button, toggling the visibility of column groups us-
ing the color-coded buttons, and downloading data in ei-
ther TSV, BED or XLSX file formats based on currently
visible or selected rows in the table. The ‘Advanced Search’
option reveals 5 search boxes (shown in Figure 1B) that are
specific to certain groups of columns as noted by their place-
holder text and outline colors. The ‘Reset Filters’ option
erases all filtering currently active on the table, whether it
is from the topmost main search, the advanced search bars
or the column specific search boxes in the table itself. This
option, along with the ‘Refresh Table’ option that follows it,
exist because the state of all search inputs, column visibili-
ties and row selections are saved upon refreshing the page.
Hence, ‘Reset Filters’ facilitates the clearing of all search
fields without needing to refresh the page while ‘Reset Ta-
bles’ reloads the page back to its default state. (iii) Below
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the main page of snoDB displaying the site’s four sections. (A) The snoDB logo, basic search engine and links to information pages.
(B) A menu bar with options to control the content and appearance of the table. (C) snoDB’s main table where data are displayed and can be interacted
with. By default, all 2064 snoRNA entries are shown by scrolling down. (D) The snoTHAW interface with the heatmap visualization beneath.
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Table 1. Features of human snoRNA databases

Database
snoRNA
count

Links to external
resources

Orthology
(O) and
conservation
(C)a

Host gene
characteristicsb

rRNA and
snRNA
target data

Non-
canonical
target
datac

snoRNA
expres-
sion
datad

Host
gene ex-
pression
datad

Data
available
for
down-
load

snoRNAbase (5) 402 UCSC Genome
Browser hg18 HGNC
Genbank Literature

O (to yeast) NCA
√

L - - -

snOPY (32) 760 Refseq O N
√

- - - -
snoRNA Atlas (33) 1118 Rfam C N

√
- E -

√
snoDB 2064 UCSC Genome

Browser hg38 RefSeq
HGNC Ensembl
RNAcentral NCBI
Rfam snoRNAbase
snOPY snoRNA
Atlas RISE database
Literature

OCd NBCA
√

LR OPTLS OPTLS
√

aIn snoDB, links are provided to snOPY and Ensembl orthology pages when available and conservation data were obtained from snoRNA Atlas.
bHost gene characteristics: N: name; B: biotype; C: genomic coordinates; A: biological process annotation.
cNon-canonical target data are supported by articles in the literature (L) and by links to the RISE database (R).
dFor snoRNA Atlas: E indicates amalgamated expression values from ENCODE. For snoDB: all expression values were obtained using the low structure
bias TGIRT-seq methodology. O: normal human ovary; P: normal human prostate; T: normal human testis; L: normal human liver; S: SKOV3ip1 human
ovarian carcinoma cell line.

Table 2. Characteristics of snoRNAs in snoDB

Box C/D Box H/ACA Other Total

All snoRNAsa 1391 651 22 2064
Distinct snoRNA symbolsb 461 246 21 728
Intronic snoRNAs encoded in host genes 423 318 3 744
Intergenic snoRNAs 968 333 19 1320
snoRNA-target pairs 1471 616 31 2118
• snoRNA-rRNA target pairs 481 255 2 738
• snoRNA-snRNA target pairs 113 64 7 184
• snoRNA-non-canonical target pairsc 877 297 22 1196
snoRNAs with transcriptomic data 524 469 3 996

aAll snoRNAs include snoRNAs with the same name and/or sequence but encoded in different genomic loci.
bCounts every snoRNA symbol only once. Some snoRNAs bear the same symbol but have different IDs based on differences in their sequence and in the
loci in which they are encoded or the length of their sequence.
cNon-canonical targets of snoRNAs include mRNAs and genomic regions not known to encode annotated genes.

the options menu, the main table dynamically displays the
snoDB data (Figure 1C). (iv) The bottom of the page reveals
snoTHAW when the switch at the top of the snoDB page is
toggled. SnoTHAW enables the visualization and interac-
tion of RNA-seq expression data contained within snoDB
(Figure 1D and Supplementary Figure S2). Currently, ex-
pression data are displayable for four healthy tissues (breast,
liver, ovary and prostate) as well as the SKOV3ip1 ovarian
cancer cell lines. In addition, box type, chromosome and
conservation data also found in snoDB can be displayed on
the heatmap’s y-axis with the ability to re-order the columns
and rows based on these features or based on the expression
data to suit the user’s needs. All available expression data in
snoDB was generated using the TGIRT-seq approach which
allows accurate quantification and comparison of all cellu-
lar RNAs including highly structured and modified RNAs
such as snoRNA (23–25), as described above. As more such
datasets become available, they will also be incorporated in
snoDB.

The main page features three levels of querying capabil-
ities. The first consists of a single search-box which lies to

the left of the snoDB logo atop the page (Figure 1A). Click-
ing and/or typing into this area reveals a drop-down menu
comprised of all snoRNA symbols which reside in the ta-
ble’s first column of the same name. Multiple symbols can
be selected making this a quick and easy way to access in-
formation on a few snoRNAs of interest. The second con-
sists of the five previously mentioned search boxes located
above the table upon clicking on the ‘Advanced search’
option. From left to right, the first one searches through
the snoRNA symbols and synonyms columns, the second
through all the external ID columns, the third through host
symbols and synonyms, the fourth through target columns
and the fifth and final search box is a global search cov-
ering the entire snoDB dataset. The first four search boxes
operate on an exact-match basis while the global search sup-
ports partial search terms. All five search boxes support reg-
ular expressions as well as multiple space-separated terms
making copy-pasting columns from a spreadsheet into an
appropriate search engine an easy way to view numerous
specific snoRNA entries. The third searching strategy is
found within the table itself and provides individual column
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searching capabilities on select columns and it also supports
multiple inputs.

In addition to the interactive viewing and querying of
columns, snoDB’s main table contains the following fea-
tures: a frozen first column for seamless horizontal scrolling
through many columns, row selection upon click for visual
highlights and as a means of input into snoTHAW, drag-
and-drop column re-ordering, column sorting and an abun-
dance of external links to corresponding snoRNA entries in
other databases. All of these functionalities are described in
the ‘About’ page as well as through interactive examples in
the Tutorial (Supplementary Figure S3).

While having all data selectively displayable in a single
interactive table is a great convenience, it can also be im-
practical when one wishes to view all data for a single en-
try without needing to horizontally scroll back and forth.
Therefore clicking on any snoRNA in the ‘Symbol’ column
opens a new tab to a page displaying all available informa-
tion on that entry in a vertical format (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4). These individual data hubs are divided into famil-
iar sub-sections and feature external links to all previously
mentioned sources along with additional links for interac-
tion data, all of which can be searched through using the
individual column search engines present.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS

The snoDB interactive web application is a holistic rela-
tional database which consolidates diverse information re-
garding human snoRNAs from key sources, curated articles
and datasets in an attempt to facilitate further research in
the field of snoRNAs. Along with minor periodic updates,
additional high-throughput datasets will be incorporated in
snoDB as they become available.

DATA AVAILABILITY

http://scottgroup.med.usherbrooke.ca/snoDB/.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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